FRR (Fixed, Random, Random) hierarchal models in which the first-stage" elements are fixed and the second and third-stage elements are random, are used in analyses of comparative experiments and, extensively, in animal breeding contexts where, in the latter, estimates of the second-stage elements and of combinations of them with first-stage elements, are of practical interest. The two procedures, i) empirical BLUP (Best Linear Unbiased Prediction) and ii) a Bayesian approach, used when the ratio of the within-second-stages and the within-third-stages variances is unknown are 'computationally intensive'.
Introduction
In the FRR (Fixed, Random, Random) models to be considered, the elements in the first stage are fixed quantities while the elements in the second and third stages are independently (and, here, normally) distributed variates. Data based on such models are commonly analyzed to make comparisons between the fixed quantities when observations on them are subject to two additive sources of variability. Hulting and Harville (1991) have described applications of FRR models in analyses of data from comparative experiments.
FRR models are also widely used in animal breeding contexts in which estimations of the fixed elements, of the random second stage elements and of the variance components are of interest. Such applications, together with basic contributions by himself and others, are reviewed and exposited in Henderson (1984) .
Relatedly, using data on birth weights of lambs and on milk yields of dairy cows, Harville and Carriquiry (1992) have described and assessed two procedures -the empirical BLUP (best linear unbiased prediction) and a Bayesian procedure -available for analyses of FRR data when estimations of linear combinations of fixed and random effects are of interest. Both procedures are described as "computationally intensive", a qualification related to the influence of the two variances or, in effect, of their ratio.
For investigations with only one first-stage element Cox (1992) proposed a simple alternative procedure for obtaining estimates -of the overall first stage mean, of the random, quasi-parametric second-stage elements, and of the two variance components -which jointly maximize likelihood. In balanced cases the estimates are explicit and in other cases estimates are obtained without intensive computation. Additionally, a new and very simple, though not maximum likelihood, estimation procedure was noted for further investigation. Extensions of these procedures to FRR experiments with more than one first-stage element are examined here. The model is completed with the distributional assumptions: IT (2na~)-1/2 exp(-1/2a~)(Mij -Mi)2 x j=l so that, except for a constant, the log-likelihood is:
The estimation equations 6£/6Mi = 6£/6M ij = 6£/6a~ = 6£/6a~ = 0, then give the equations (4 show that:
and
of the N 3ij observations in the i,jth 
Solution possibilities
For the Nl = 1 case it has been shown, loco cit., that explicit solutions for £, and hence the remaining estimates are obtainable:
in the equal replication case when N3ij is constant for all j, ii) when there are only two second-stage elements, that is N2l 2, whether or not N3ll = N 3l2 , and that iterative solutions can be obtained in some, though not all, more general cases.
For three-stage investigations with Nl ~ 1 first-stage elements, the equal replication situation analogous to i) above is that N3ij is constant for all i and j. Writing N3ij = n, it follows from (7 that Wij = n/(a+n) A = w, a constant, and hence from (10 ~i can be directly calculated as A ~ y .. /N 2 · = y.
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Other simplifications are that N3/N2 = n and that ~ ~ n(Yi;. -Yi .. )2 B2 obtainable from the ANOVA as the sum of squares between the second-stages within the first-stages. Equation (14 can then be reduced to:
(17 which is explicitly soluble and corresponds to the equation, obtained for Nl = 1 and equal replication in Cox (1992) .
The analogue of case (ii) above is that there are two second stage elements within each first stage, that is N2i = 2.
It appears, however, that despite some simplifications, an explicitly soluble quadratic equation for £ is not obtained unless again, all the weights, that is the numbers N 3ij , are also equal.
Attempts to solve (13 iteratively are therefore indicated for both (ii) and (iii) above.
In some cases -when differences between the second-stage means are small relative to the third-stage variability -the quadratic equation will not have real roots. One implication is then that at least some of the second-stage parameters, the ~i' are superfluous in that the data can be 'explained' in terms of a degenerate model, one with fewer parameters, as discussed for the Nl = 1 case in Cox (1992) .
Examples
The data in Table 1 are a small part adapted (ignoring age of darn) from those used in Harville and Carriquiry (1992) . The two first-stage quantities are distinct population lines, numbers 4 and 5, within each of which there were 2 rams, these being the second-stage elements of interest. The third-stage elements are the birth-weights of lambs, sired by the rams out of, in every case, a different darn.
Since this is a case of equal replication, equation (17 for £ is directly applicable and, of its solutions, £ = 0.176 and 2.83, the lower one maximizes the likelihood as noted in Cox (1992) .
Then, since the
1\
weights Wij are equal, the estimates ~i are, from (16, the simple averages of the means Yij.; the estimates mij can then be calculated from (9 and the variance estimates from (5 and (6.
For the above data the estimates of ~1' ~ll' ~12; ~2' ~2l' ~22; a~, a~ are 10.075, 9.64, 10.51; 11.425, 13.10, 9.75; 1.497, 0.2395, respectively. In a preliminary examination of the iteration procedure in an unbalanced case, the observation Yl13 = 10.6 was restored to the data in Table 1 . Then, beginning with the trial value aO = 0.18, two (simple) iterations gave a1 = 0.186 and a2 = 0.1868 and one iteration from aO = 0.19 gave al 0.188 as indications that the iterations were converging in this case.
The above examples are given to outline the simple computational procedures.
In practice, the estimates of the second-stage quantities, ~ij' as the mean weights of progeny, provide estimates of breeding value (Falconer, 1989; Harville and Carriquiry, 1992) .
A potentially alternative procedure
An alternative procedure initiated in Cox (1992) can be adapted to this, the Nl ~ 1 situation, and in particular very simply for the equal replication case with N3ij = n say.
For, because (Yij. -~i)/ ja~ + (a~/n) and (M ij -~i)/ja~ are standard Gaussian z-variates, has not yet, however, been examined fully.
Assessments
Most of the assessments made for the Nl = 1 case in Cox (1992) apply, mutatis mutandis in the more general case and for completeness they will only be briefly recapitulated here. i) Because, from (9 A with 0 < Wij < 1, the centering ('shrinkage') property, that Imij -A A ~il < 1Yij. -~il obtains and the amount of centering:
decreases as nij increases and as ~ decreases. Since real solutions of the quadratic equation for ~ only occur if ~ is small it is somewhat paradoxical that when there is strong support for centering only small shifts are indicated.
ii) Since the estimates of the Mij depend on the variance ratio ~ they will be non-linear.
iii) Considerable further research is required to evaluate the procedure, to obtain interval estimations, to make comparisons with centering procedures based on equation (9 and (18 using variance components calculated from ANOVA mean squares and to examine possibilities of using REML methods which, it is conjectured, may relax the conditions required here to give real roots and iterative convergence.
With respect to practical applications, two more general comments are noteworthy. First,
iv) The procedure here only gives real values for ~ when the between-second-stage sum of squares is large relative to the residual sum of squares, in effect, that is, when the ratio s~/sj is large and ~ itself is small. By contrast the empirical BLUP and Bayesian approaches, compared in Harville and Carriquiry (1992) s~/s~ can imply that a~ = 0 in the ANOVA F-test. For animal breeding applications, Henderson (1984) noted the requirement s~/s~ ~ 1/3 in order that 4s~/(s~ + s~), as an estimate of heritability, should not exceed unity. If, however, s~/s~ ~ 1/3, the ANOVA F-statistic will be ~ 1 + (N3/3) which, for example if Nl = N2 = 4 and N3 = 3, may fail to achieve 5% significance. This trouble will be less severe with large data sets for which, however, the validty of other assumptions may be dubious.
Finally here, it is to be noted that the inference a~ = 0 would be inconsistent with either the presumption of a known, non-zero, ratio or the assumption of a prior distribution for the ratio.
An additional consideration arises if, in genetic contexts for example, the ratio s~/s~ is large because of selection in which case the assumption that the second-stage elements have Gaussian distributions maybe invalid. Specific examinations of distributional assumptions do not seem to be common in literature for this area and it seems either tacitly taken for granted that the conveniently measured variates of current economical interest, such as animal weights, milk yields, milk compositions, do have Gaussian distributions or, as in the frequently cited text, Henderson (1984) , where the issue is last addressed on page 1: ' ... a commonly used method is to assume as an approximation to the truth that the distribution is multivariate normal... See, for example, Cochran (1937) . ' The possibility that incorrect assumptions may de facto introduce erroneous attributes to data has been noted in another context. In the present context the distributional assumption for the second-stage elements Mij is critical because the adjustment from Yij . to mij' for example that given by (9, involves centering only if the Mi· -distribution is 'centri-modal'. This can be appreciated by noiing that if f(Mij-~i) is the probability density function for the M ij , the Yijk have a Gaussian distribution and ~ is the logarithm of the likelihood function, the equation 5~/5mij = 0 is: so that "-f'(m .. -II..)
~J f"""~ o from which it can be seen that if the Mij are uniformly distributed there is no adjustment and if their distribution is U-shaped de-centering is indicated. As an example of the latter, the arc-sine distribution "-so that the adjustment has the sign of (mij-~i).
Summary
Two alternatives to the Bayesian and BLUP (best linear unbiased prediction) procedures commonly used to estimate components of fixedrandom-random (mixed) hierarchal models are proposed.
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